
         Jindal Vidya Mandir,Vidyanagar 

     Periodic test III, 2021-2022 ( Classes IX & X) 

 

Cir:JVM/VDN/2021/Class IX &X PT -III/16                             Date:20/01/2022 

The importance of 'Dream School' is monumental. Helping to inspire these students to 

reach their potential is personally graftin                                                       -Curtis Jackson 

Dear Parents  

Greetings! 

With reference to the circular Cir:JVM/VDN/2021/Class IX &X PT -III/15  dated      

12/01/2022 School would bring it to your notice that school has decided to conduct 

the periodic test -3 in online mode as there is increase in covid 19 cases in towship and 

surroundings. Please make a note of change which is being made.  

Here with, you are provided the link to understand the question paper pattern. 

Date sheet and timings of the test remains same.  

   DATE SHEET 

Date  Day  IX X 

27.01.22 Thursday English Maths 

28.01.22 Friday Science Social science 

29.01.22 Saturday Hindi/Kannnada English 

31.01.22 Monday Maths Science 

01.02.22 Tuesday Social science Hindi/Kannada 

 1. Examination Timings: 

     08:00 am to 09:00 am - Writing time (1 hr) 

  2. Mode of examination - Online  examination  

  3. Pattern of Examination- Subjective type, as per term 2 board pattern 



  4. Queston paper pattern- Click here  

  5. After the completion of test, on each day the regular classes will be held as  

per time table. 

         Instructions 

*Students should answer questions under the supervision of invigilators,  therefore 

the video mode of zoom app should be on. The camera should be set in such a way 

that  there should not be any background movements (any member of the family 

should not move around student while writing the test)Children are supposed to rejoin 

after the 40 minutes as it gets disconnected in zoom app. 

*After the  completion of test time the scanned copy of the answer sheet should be 

uploaded through GCR before 11.30am and hard copy should be handed over to 

respective subject teachers when physical classes starts. 

The student's details such as name, class/ section  and roll number  subject should be 

mentioned neatly at top of the answer script. 

* Use box file  ruled  sheets for writing the answers 

*Make sure that your that your  gadget is charged  enough, so as to avoid  

  disconnection  while writing the test.  

*  Sit in a comfortable place where you are clearly visible to your invigilator. 

* Write the answer in legible manner  

* Keep all the things such as pen paper pencils  

   eraser etc are required to write the test. 

* Throughout the test video mode should be on 

* Rejoin the meeting if connection is lost due to bad  internet connection 

  with regards, 

                                                                         

      

    Ishwari K Sharma , Principal                                                                                                            

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/18duAcgpTd_4szSNrAmXH-ffUL4hQW1_U4HHKZ2myRv8/edit?usp=drivesdk

